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 This thesis examines proposals for the tone system of Gurung, a Sino-Tibetan language 
spoken in Nepal, in light of data collected from a speaker of Siklis Gurung.  Although Gurung is 
widely acknowledged to be a tonal language, existing descriptions of Gurung disagree as to how 
these tone categories should be defined and whether word-initial obstruent voicing is phonemic 
or allophonic.  The data presented in this paper suggests that, despite claims otherwise, voicing is 
phonemic in some dialects of Gurung.  It also suggests that Siklis Gurung is best analyzed as 
having three tone categories: a low tone that occurs with breathy phonation; and high and mid 
tones that occur with modal phonation.  Following models of tonogenesis, the emergence of 
these three tones is attributed to the split of one of two proto-tones due to the loss of a word-
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1.0  Preliminaries 
Gurung is an endangered Sino-Tibetan language spoken in Nepal by a reported 325,622 
people, with additional speakers residing outside of Nepal’s borders (Government of Nepal 
2011).  Gurung is primarily spoken in regions of central Nepal that have close contact with the 
Indo-Aryan language Nepali, as well as a number of other Sino-Tibetan languages, including 
Ghale, Manange, Newar, Sherpa, Tamang, Thakali, and Tibetan, among others (Gurung et al. 
2006, Mazaudon 2005).  As is the case with many of these other Sino-Tibetan languages, 
Gurung’s threatened status is due not to a dwindling population, but rather to a decreasing rate of 
language transmission from one generation to the next and an increasing use of Nepali as the 
lingua franca across all of Nepal (Lewis, Simons & Fennig 2015).  Quantifying the current 
number of speakers is complicated by two factors.  First, Gurung is the name of both a language 
and an ethnic group; people who identify as ethnically Gurung are not necessarily speakers of 
Gurung, and vice versa, which can lead to confusion about what should be counted as Gurung  
(Glover & Landon 1975).  Second, lesser-known languages like Manange often get lumped in 
with surrounding languages, including Gurung and Sherpa, potentially inflating census counts 
(Hildebrandt 2004). 
Although the organization of the higher branches of the Sino-Tibetan language family 
has been debated in the literature for decades (see discussions in Glover 1974, Hale 1970, 
Handel 2008, Matisoff 1973, and Pittman & Glover 1970, among others), linguists have 
consistently agreed that Gurung is closely related to Tamang, Thakali, and Manange (alternately 
called Manangke or Manangba by some authors), forming a subgroup referred to as Tamang-
Gurung-Thakali-Manange, or TGTM (Glover 1971, Hildebrandt 2004 & 2007a, Mazaudon 1988 
& 2005).  For Gurung, linguists have identified 14 distinct dialect groups that cluster into two 
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larger groups: East Gurung and West Gurung (Glover & Landon 1975).  As Glover and Landon 
(1975) point out, the distribution of these 14 dialects and their similarity to each other is largely 
shaped by the geography of the region in which they are spoken – namely the steep slopes and 
river valleys of the Himalayas – which limits contact between some communities while 
facilitating contact between others.  While the dialects comprising West Gurung generally tend 
to resemble each other, the dialects of East Gurung show more variation, and collectively East 
Gurung and West Gurung are not generally mutually intelligible (Glover & Landon 1975, Lewis, 
Simons & Fennig 2015).   The bulk of linguistic documentation and research on this language, 
including the data in this paper, has been conducted on dialects of West Gurung.   
Figure 1:  Map of Nepal 
 
Figure 1, adapted from the U.S. Bureau of Consular Affairs, shows the location of 
villages where documented dialects of Gurung referenced in this paper are spoken.  The dialects 
of Timang and Nace are collectively referred to in this paper as Manang-Gurung, as both villages 
are located in Nepal’s Manang District. 
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The data presented in this paper comes from N.G.1, a male speaker of the Siklis dialect of 
West Gurung who now lives in New York City.  The village of Siklis is in the Kaski District of 
Nepal, to the east of Ghachok village and northeast of the district’s largest city, Pokhara.  Like 
many speakers of Nepal’s TGTM languages, N.G. is also a fluent speaker of Nepali. 
The influence of Nepali is a recurring theme in the literature on all TGTM languages; for 
Gurung it reaches back to some of the first documentation work on the language (Glover 1969).  
As has been the case since the 1960s, many speakers of Gurung are fluent in Nepali, which is 
frequently used to communicate when speakers of mutually unintelligible Gurung dialects or of 
different TGTM languages need to interact (Glover & Landon 1975, Hildebrandt 2004).  Glover 
and Landon (1975) note that knowledge of Nepali affects Gurung speakers’ awareness of Nepali 
loanwords in their language; N.G. has echoed this conclusion and will point out Nepali 
borrowings when he uses them during elicitation sessions.  The complicated history of contact 
between these languages and the high number of speakers fully fluent in both tongues makes 
drawing the line between true loanwords and situational code-switching difficult.  Even the 
status of words in Glover, Glover and Gurung’s (1977) dictionary of the Ghachok dialect (West 
Gurung) is contested – Mazaudon (1988) claims that at least 40 percent of the dictionary entries 
are Nepali loanwords, although this number has not been confirmed by other researchers.  With 
this in mind, the data in this paper will not include terms that N.G. identifies as borrowings from 
Nepali.  
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 I’d like to extend my deepest thanks to Narayan Gurung for generously sharing his language 
and culture with me, and to Dr. Daniel Kaufman of the Endangered Language Alliance for 
letting me use that organization’s workspace and recording equipment, without which this 
project would never have been possible.   Many thanks also go to Zach Wellstood for his many 
insights on Gurung and input during elicitation sessions at the ELA office. 
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1.1  Organization of the paper  
This paper focuses on Gurung’s contrastive tone system and its relationship with register 
(namely contrastive breathy phonation) and word-initial obstruent voicing.  It is hardly the first 
paper to do so; these three aspects of Gurung phonology – tone, register, and obstruent voicing – 
have been treated extensively in the literature, often through the lens of the phonology of the 
related TGTM language with which a given researcher is most familiar.  The resulting body of 
literature does not add up to a single theory of Gurung tone; instead, there is little consensus on 
how each tone category is defined, what role register plays in shaping these categories, and 
whether word-initial obstruent voicing is phonemic.  This actually makes sense because, for the 
most part, each linguist worked with speakers of a different dialect of West Gurung, and Gurung 
tone reportedly varies from dialect to dialect (Glover & Glover 1972, Hildebrandt 2007a). 
Researchers do agree on a few main points: that Gurung’s tone-bearing unit is the 
phonological word; that vowels contrast for breathy-voice/modal-voice phonation; and that 
phonemically aspirated obstruents do not occur with breathy vowels (Glover 1969, Glover & 
Glover 1972, Hildebrandt 2007a & 2007b, Mazaudon 1988, Sprigg 1997).  These conclusions 
correspond with the Siklis data presented in this paper.  But from there theories diverge, raising a 
series of questions: Is the breathy/modal register contrast integral or incidental to the modern 
tone categories?  Is word-initial obstruent voicing phonemic or allophonic?  How many tones are 
there, and should they be described using contour features or pitch accents?  This paper aims to 
survey the way these questions have been addressed in the literature, and then answer them for 
Siklis Gurung in light of data collected from N.G. 
The following section presents an overview of the segmental phonology of Gurung (2.0) 
and some notes on transcription orthography (2.1), which has not been standardized across the 
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literature and merits discussion in the interest of clarity.  Section 3.0 presents a brief overview of 
some theories of tonogenesis, or the process by which a language develops lexical tone, that have 
informed models of Gurung tone.  Because each researcher of Gurung has tended to propose 
their own model of the language’s phonology instead of building on existing models, each 
author’s analysis is discussed in a separate section (3.1-3.4), with parallels drawn where possible.  
Section 4.0 introduces data from N.G., which is compared to word lists exemplifying tone 
systems proposed in the literature (4.1-4.3).  The full lists, along with transcriptions of N.G.’s 
pronunciation of each word, are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B.  This data is the basis 
of a three-tone analysis of Siklis Gurung (4.4) and a description of a possible path of tonogenesis 
(5.0).  Section 6.0 outlines areas for further research and section 7.0 offers conclusions. 
 
2.0  Basic segmental phonology of Gurung 
The data presented in this paper is consistent with the following phonemic inventory, 
adopted from Glover (1969) and Glover (1974): 
Figure 2:  Consonant inventory 
  Bilabial       Dental  Retroflex       Alveo-palatal       Velar        Glottal 
Stop  p, pʰ, b         t, tʰ, d   ʈ, ʈʰ, ɖ        k, kʰ, g  
Affricate      ʦ, ʦʰ, ʣ 
Nasal     m  n             ŋ 
Fricative   s        h  
Tap    ɾ 
Lateral    l     
Glide     w           j 
 
In this system, stops and affricates contrast phonemically for both aspiration and voicing.  
Because the phonemic status of word-initial obstruent voicing is disagreed upon in the literature, 
it seemed prudent to examine recordings of N.G.’s speech in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2015) 
to see what kind of voicing (if any) showed up on spectrograms.  A selection of these 
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spectrograms is included below in Figures 3-4.  The spectrograms show that obstruents N.G. 
identifies as voiced are in fact fully voiced stops with prevoicing. 
Figure 3: /dĩ̤/ ‘house’ and Figure 4: /tĩ̤/ ‘sun’ both have breathy nasalized vowels and 
contrast only in the voicing of the word-initial obstruent.  The dark bar at the bottom of the 
spectrogram in Figure 3 before the stop burst indicates significant prevoicing, meaning that the 
speaker’s vocal cords begin to vibrate during the stop closure.  This prevoicing is visible in 
spectrograms of words produced by N.G. that begin with voiced obstruents, and is absent in 
spectrograms of words beginning with voiceless obstruents, including Figure 4.  Figure 4 shows 
no voicing before the stop burst.   
 

















Spectrograms also illustrate the phonemic aspiration of voiceless stops before clear 
vowels, as shown in Figures 5-6 below. Figure 5: /pa/ ‘wine’ and Figure 6: /pha/ ‘deer; belly; 
husband’ both have clear oral vowels and contrast only in the aspiration of the word-initial 
obstruent.  Comparing the two, Figure 5 shows a short stop burst before the vowel, which is 
characteristic of N.G.’s production of voiceless unaspirated stops, while Figure 6 shows a longer, 
turbulent stop burst before the vowel, characteristic of N.G.’s production of aspirated stops.  



















 All Gurung dialects described in the literature surveyed in this paper include five vowels, 
/i, e, a, o, u/, that contrast phonemically for breathiness, nasality, and length.  N.G.’s speech 
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shows very salient breathiness and nasality, but measurements of N.G.’s vowel length in words 
transcribed in the literature with long vowels did not display any significant length difference.  
As it is unclear if this can be attributed to dialectical variation of these particular lexical items or 
aspects of N.G.’s idiolect, vowel length will not be further treated in this paper, but instead 
reserved as a topic for future research. 
 The phoneme /h/ is not represented consistently in the literature, even among publications 
by the same author – Glover (1969) does not include /h/ in his consonant inventory, but Glover 
(1974) does.  It is included here because sessions with N.G. have produced a small number of 
words that use it in the word-initial position, where it contrasts phonemically with all other 
places of articulation: 
Figure 7:  Words with initial /h/ 
/hõba/ ‘to enter’ 
/hau/ ‘who, someone’ 
  
The phoneme /h/ also contrasts with zero, as illustrated by /au/ ‘friend; other,’ which forms a 
minimal pair with /hau/ ‘who, someone.’ 
The two examples in Figure 7 do not appear to be Nepali loans, as looking them up in a 
Nepali dictionary provided no matches.  Looking for cognates in related dialects and languages 
proved more promising – Glover (1972) lists /khõba/ ‘to enter’ and /khab/ ‘who’, suggesting that 
/kh/ alternates cross-dialectically with /h/. 
 The phonemic chart presented in Figure 2 does not include a series of post-stopped nasals 
that I have come to suspect are phonemic for N.G.  Glover and Landon (1975) first described 
post-nasal stop insertion as characteristic of Gurung dialects spoken in Siklis and nearby 
communities Tangting and Thak.  They treated these post-stopped nasals as allophones of plain 
nasals occurring before oral vowels, while plain nasals were used before nasal vowels.  
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Elicitation sessions with N.G. suggest that these post-stopped nasals are phonemic in at least one 
place of articulation, as evidenced by the following minimal pairs: 
Figure 8:  Minimal post-stopped nasal pairs 
 
/ndiba/ to fight 





/ndeba/ to run, to get drunk 
/neba/ to cover 
 
Searching for cognates in related languages turned up some interesting lexical items in 
Tibetan2: khon ndz ̧i ji ‘fight’, the middle word of which looks remarkably like /ndiba/ ‘to fight’ 
(Huang & Dai 1992); mtho ‘high/tall’ which bears some resemblance to /nduba/ ‘tall’ (Huang & 
Dai 1992); and ndel ‘chase/run after’ which is similar to /ndeba/ ‘to run, to get drunk’ (Sun et al. 
1991).  This raises questions about the extent of Gurung’s contact with Tibetan and points to the 
possible conservation of historic clusters by speakers of the Siklis dialect.  Further investigation 
of these possible post-stopped nasal phonemes will be left as a topic for future research. 
Following Glover (1969), licit syllable structures in Gurung include two optional onset 
consonants, a nuclear vowel or diphthong, and an optional coda consonant: (C)(C)V(C).  Word 
stems can be single- or multisyllabic and are optionally affixed with one prefix, /a/ ~ /a̤/3, which 
indicates negation, and one or more suffixes.  A stem and its affixes comprise a phonological 
word, which linguists agree is the tone-bearing unit of Gurung (Glover 1969, Hildebrandt 2007a 
& 2007b, Mazaudon 1988, Sprigg 1997). 
 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 I am indebted to my advisor, Juliette Blevins, for pointing out this potential correlation. 
3 In the literature this prefix is usually transcribed with a long vowel /aː/.	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2.1  Notes on orthography 
Each linguist who has done work on Gurung has developed his or her own orthography 
for transcription; for example, the Glovers denote a vowel with high pitch accent by inserting a 
‘q’ immediately after the vowel and denote a breathy vowel by alternately inserting an ‘x’ or ‘h’ 
(Glover 1969, Glover 1974, Glover & Glover 1972).  This is seen in words like grihq ‘one.’  
They also use /h/ to indicate aspiration after voiceless consonants.  Sprigg (1997), on the other 
hand, uses ‘h’ to denote the palatalization of /s/ in words like shila ‘had died’ and aspiration in 
words like khrula ‘had washed.’  He also does not indicate breathy voice in his transcriptions.  
Mazaudon (1988) and Hildebrandt (2007a & 2007b) adhere to some, but not all of the Glovers’ 
orthography.  This does not facilitate comparison between works by different authors.   
In the interest of clarity, I will reproduce their transcriptions – with three significant 
exceptions – in addition to providing transcriptions in the International Phonetic Alphabet where 
I feel it is helpful.  The first exception is the inclusion of a breathy diacritic under all vowels that 
should appear as breathy according to the theory of the author providing the data.  Mazaudon and 
Sprigg treat breathiness as a property of some tone categories, but not others, and thus do not 
mark it in their transcriptions.  I have added it in my reproductions of their data.  The second 
exception regards the symbol /c/ which is alternately used by different authors to indicate either 
the voiceless affricate /ʦ/ or its palatalized allophone [ʧ].  I will attempt to standardize this by 
transcribing them as /ʦ/ and /ʧ/, respectively, in all transcriptions.  The third exception regards 
the use of /h/ to represent aspiration after voiceless obstruents; in order to avoid confusion with 
other uses of /h/ I will render it /h/. 
I have opted to present the data in this paper using broad transcription in order to 
facilitate comparison with data presented in the literature, which also tends to be transcribed 
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broadly.  So for instance, two /a/ allophones, [ɔ], which appears in word stems, and [ʌ], which 
appears in both word stems and suffixes, will be transcribed as /a/.  Following Mazaudon (1988) 
and Glover (1969), I will treat the semivowels /j/ and /w/ as part of the syllable onset, not the 
nucleus.  In addition, immediately adjacent vowels should be interpreted as diphthongs unless 
otherwise noted.  When a word has breathy voice, I have indicated it with a diacritic under the 
first vowel only, as the extent to which this quality bleeds into the rest of the word varies based 
on word length and context, but has no bearing phonemically.  All instances of breathy vowels 
should be taken to co-occur with low pitch, unless specified otherwise.   
 
3.0  Some models of tonogenesis 
 
The relationship between consonant voicing and syllable tone has long been taken to be a 
diachronic one.  One of the earliest accounts of tonogenesis is Haudricourt’s (1954) work on the 
development of tone in Vietnamese, which suggested that the language’s expansion from three to 
six tones was associated with the gradual loss of the voicing contrast in syllable onsets.  
Following his analysis, words that had previously differed only in the voicing of onset 
consonants gave rise to tonal split when the contrast shifted from the voicing of the onset to the 
pitch of the nucleus.  Syllables with voiced onsets gave rise to a set of three lower tones, while 
syllables with voiceless onsets gave rise to three higher tones.  Vietnamese tones also have 
contour features, which Haudricourt’s account also attributes to a loss of consonant contrasts, 
namely syllable coda contrasts.  As noted by Thurgood (2008) in his update of Haudricourt’s 
model, this account of tonogenesis as contrast preservation was very influential and has become 
widely accepted.  It is precisely this model that has been employed by linguists to reconstruct 
Proto-TGTM, and to account for the development of tones in Gurung.  
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 But the pathway of tonogenesis is not always this straightforward.  Matisoff (1973) 
points out that the Tibeto-Burman languages of Southeast Asia are remarkably inconsistent when 
it comes to tone – they run the range from fully tonal, to marginally tonal, to completely atonal.  
Of great interest to him is why some languages develop tone and others don’t – what makes a 
language tone-prone?  He suggests that languages that are largely monosyllabic, like many 
Tibeto-Burman languages, are good candidates for becoming fully tonal, while those that are 
polysyllabic, like Japanese or Swedish, are more likely to develop pitch-accent systems, which 
have fewer pitch contrasts that carry a lower functional load in distinguishing syllables than fully 
tonal systems.  According to Matisoff’s model, a language that is mostly monosyllabic with 
complex onset- and coda-clusters is at the first stage of tonogenesis and is prepared to move into 
the second stage, which he explains using the example of the Tibeto-Burman (TB) languages: 
“What does seem certain is that, given the intimate relationship between consonantal and 
vocalic features of the TB syllable, there must have been phonetic perturbations of the 
pitch of vowels due to the influence of neighboring consonants throughout the history of 
the family.  However, as long as the consonants maintained themselves in a good state of 
preservation, such pitch-differences as existed were likely to have remained subphonemic 
– predictable, automatic, redundant.  It was only when the old consonantal system had 
decayed through cluster simplification, losses, mergers that the daughter languages were 
forced to exploit these pitch-differences for contrastive purposes” (Matisoff 1973: 79). 
 
Following his account, as the complex consonant clusters of a monosyllabic language break 
down, new contrasts emerge in the form of an abundance of vowels, the addition of lexical tone, 
and the formation of polysyllabic compounds.  It is at this that stage that a tone-prone language 
becomes fully tonal, before moving into the third stage, which according to Matisoff is 
characterized by a slurring over of contrastive tones and reduction of vowels.  As these vowels 
lose their stress during reduction they also lose their tone, and become more disposed to 
affixation.  It is at this point, Matisoff says, that formerly tonal languages become partially or 
mostly atonal, while the affixation of reduced syllables to adjacent words slowly begins the 
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process of reforming the complex onsets and codas of a largely monosyllabic language, setting 
the language up to begin the cycle of tonogenesis again.  Based on this cyclical model, Matisoff 
generalizes that, “The better-preserved the consonantal system, the fewer the vowels and the 
fewer the tones; the more vestigial the consonant system, the more proliferation of vowels and 
tones” (Matisoff 1973: 81).   
It should be noted that Matisoff’s generalizations are just that – generalizations.  Not 
every language that exemplifies the qualities of one of his stages of tonogenesis will necessarily 
move into the next; not every language with redundant features will lose one, shifting a contrast 
from one feature (for example, the voicing of a syllable-initial consonant) to another feature (for 
example, the pitch of the syllable nucleus).  Matisoff himself is careful to specify that not all 
languages, or even all dialects of a single language, experience tonogenesis.  “Indeed, tonal 
criteria are not even sufficient to establish genetic subgroupings for languages which are already 
known to be genetically related.  A striking proof of this is the fact that some modern dialects of 
Tibetan are truly tonal while others are not.  Yet these are dialects of one and the same language, 
more closely related to each other than to any other language” (Matisoff 1973: 89).  He suggests 
that tone may be an areal feature, and that part of what makes a language tone-prone is contact 
with other tonal languages.  This has interesting implications for the TGTM languages, which 
have extensive contact with atonal Indo-Aryan languages in Nepal. 
Much of the documentation work on Gurung tone has been predicated on Haudricourt’s 
models of tonogenesis.  Of the various linguists who have done documentation work and 
analyses on the language, most have tried to trace its source back to reconstructions of Proto-
TGTM, which they collectively model as having two proto-tones, one high and one low (Glover 
1969, Glover & Glover 1972, Hildebrandt 2007a, Mazaudon 1988, Sprigg 1997).  Glover and 
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Glover (1972) and Hildebrandt (2007a), report that tone varies from dialect to dialect, which, 
coupled with Matisoff’s cautions about Tibetan’s cross-dialectical tonal inconsistency, predicts 
difficulty in developing a single unified Gurung tone model and calls into question analyses that 
claim to do so. 
 
 
3.1  The Glovers 
 
 The most prolific researcher of Gurung is undoubtedly Warren Glover, who began 
documentation work with his wife, Jessie Glover, under the auspices of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics during the 1960s and ultimately spent four and a half years living and working in 
Nepal.  His publications range from grammatical analyses to sociolinguistic surveys to phonemic 
summaries to a Gurung-English-Nepali dictionary of the Ghachok dialect compiled with his 
wife.  Both Glovers consistently transcribe all dialects of Gurung with both voiced and voiceless 
consonants. 
Glover and Glover’s (1972) analysis of Gurung tone describes a pitch-accent system that 
interacts with a register system to make four potential tone categories.  As put by Matisoff,  “The 
number of contrasts in a pitch-accent system is minimal (usually simply high-pitch vs. low-
pitch), with no more than one syllable of each morpheme being specified for high pitch in the 
underlying structure.  The pitches of the other syllables are typically predictable from their 
position in the word, or indeed from the whole grammatical construction that the word 
participates in” (Matisoff 1973: 90).  Glover and Glover (1972) adhere to this definition, 
postulating a simple high-low pitch contrast that manifests itself as stress on up to one syllable 
(usually the first) and affects the pitch of the remainder of the phonological word.  Glover adopts 
his notion of register from linguists studying Mon-Khmer and Niger-Congo languages, which he 
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summarizes as “a correlation of a number of phonetic exponents including creaky/breathy voice 
quality, pharyngeal constriction/opening, vowel openness/closeness, high/low pitch, and, 
historically, voiceless/voiced initial consonants”4 (Glover 1971: 5).  He identifies for Gurung a 
breathy voice/clear voice register distinction, borrowing from Hari’s (1969) analysis of Thakali 
an explanation of what he means by “breathy”: 
 “The tongue and lip position of the breathy vowel is the same as for the clear vowels, but 
the breathy vowels have a different voice quality.  For the clear ones the Adam’s apple 
remains raised while for the breathy ones the Adam’s apple is lowered and the throat 
expanded.  This results in a larger resonance chamber in the back of the mouth…At the 
same time the pitch of the breathy vowel is [considerably] lower than the pitch of the 
clear one in the same stress position…it is only in overdistinct speech that a breath is 
audible.  In normal speech, it is the lower pitch and the lax voice quality which are 
prominent.  When a person is pronouncing a breathy word, we can observe externally the 
tightening of the muscles of the front part of the neck and if a person has a protruding 
Adam’s apple the lowering of it is also visible” (Glover 1971: 7). 
 
Put together, the high-low pitch accent system and breathy-clear register system make 
four categories, outlined in the following table (adopted from Glover 1971: 9): 
Figure 9:  Glovers’ Gurung tone model 
    Clear   Breathy 
 
Accented  Clear, intense  Breathy, rising 
 
Unaccented  Clear, relaxed  Breathy, low 
 
 Glover and Glover (1972) note that phonemically aspirated stops never occur in words 
with the breathy register.  Rather than numbering these four categories and labeling words with 
them, both Glovers consistently notate breathy voice and high pitch accent (alternately referred 
to as just accent or stress) in their transcriptions.  This may be an attempt to take into account 
dialectical variation like that remarked on by Hale (1970), who points out that while the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 Glover makes certain to clarify “It should be noted that the historic voicing contrast does not 
necessarily relate to voicing in the modern languages” (Glover 1971: 5). 
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Ghachok dialect described by Glover has both breathiness and pitch accent, the pitch accent 
seems to be absent in descriptions of the Ghandrung dialect.  This also may be a reflection of 
Glover’s (1970) claim that these four categories are actually realized as three distinct pitches – 
while accented clear words are notably high in pitch and unaccented breathy words are notably 
low in pitch, the unaccented clear and accented breathy words have a similar F0 measurement, as 
confirmed by Hinton (1970) in his spectrographic comparison of Glover’s recordings. 
Hale (1970) also notes that although Tamang, Thakali, and Gurung are clearly related, 
their phonologies differ in a few ways – namely that in Tamang and Thakali voiced obstruents 
occur only as allophones of their voiceless counterparts, and that the tones of Tamang and 
Thakali can be described as an interaction between register and pitch contour, while in Gurung 
they are an interaction of register and pitch accent.  Glover (1971) echoes this comparison, 
pointing out that Gurung, Tamang, and Thakali have the clear and breathy register contrast in 
common, and reporting that in Tamang the voicing of word-initial consonants corresponds with 
the breathy register.  However, he says explicitly that in the Ghachok dialect of Gurung he 
observed both “potential voicing,” or voicing that is determined by the tone of the word, and 
“full voicing of word-initial stops, both in clear and breathy words” (Glover 1971: 12).  He cites 
the following minimal pairs to support this assertion, which are reproduced below in his original 
orthography, and also using the International Phonetic Alphabet with acute accents indicating 
high pitch accent: 
Figure 10:  Glover’s minimal tone and voicing pairs 
Glover      IPA    Glover      IPA 
 /piqba/     /píba/    ‘to be shy’     /grihq/      /grí̤/       ‘one’ 
 /piba/       /piba/    ‘to be born’ /krih/        /kri̤/       ‘dirt’ 
 /biba/       /biba/    ‘to stay’5  /kihq/       /kí̤/         ‘thatch’ 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




 Glover and Glover (1972) point out a correlation between breathiness and low pitch, as 
well as between voiced word-initial obstruents and low pitch.  They observe that,  “The range of 
pitch for clear articulation is relatively higher than the range of pitch for breathy articulation.  
Breathy articulation lowers the pitch” (Glover & Glover 1972: 4).  They also note that, “Very 
few clear words begin with voiced stops” and those that do are lower in pitch than those 
beginning with other consonants (Glover & Glover 1972: 26). 
 
3.2  Mazaudon 
 
 Martine Mazaudon has done substantial work on Tamang, beginning with her 1973 
phonology in which she outlines a four-tone system that resembles Hale’s (1970) description of 
an interaction of register and contour pitch in Tamang. She notes that, like Gurung, Tamang’s 
tone-bearing unit is the phonological word rather than the syllable, and that aspirated obstruents 
do not occur with the breathy register.  Also keeping with Hale’s (1970) analysis, she reports that 
word-initial voiced obstruents are allophones of their voiceless counterparts that surface in the 
breathy register. 
Mazaudon (1978) expands her original tone categories into “tone classes” as an attempt 
to account for dialectical and cross-language tone variation in a unified theory of tone in the 
TGTM languages.  She argues that although “the phonetic value (mainly pitch) of these tones 
varies from place to place…the correspondences are regular” (Mazaudon 1978: 160).  She cites 
as an example /1ŋa/ ‘I’ and /3ŋa/ ‘drum,’ which she claims fall into the same tone categories in all 
TGTM languages and dialects.  According to her analysis, in Risiangku Tamang tone 1 is high 
falling and tone 3 is mid level, while in Ngawal Manange tone 1 is mid level and tone 3 is high 
falling, but in both languages /1ŋa/ is ‘I’ and /3ŋa/ is ‘drum,’ indicating that it is the tone class of 
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each word, not the individual pitch properties of the tone, that is consistent across the TGTM 
family.  To fit Gurung into this tone class system, she relies only on data from publications by 
the Glovers: Glover (1969), Glover (1972), Glover & Glover (1972). 
Mazaudon summarizes her hypothesis in the following chart, where shading represents 
breathy voice and tone levels are shown using Chao Yuen-ren’s tone letters (Mazaudon 2004: 4): 
Figure 11: Mazaudon’s TGTM tone class model 
 
TAMANG THAKALI GURUNG MANANG 
tone Ris. Sahu Taglung Tukche Marpha Syang Ghachok Ngawal 
1. 54 44 55/44 54 43 43 33 33 
2. 44 54 43 44/33 45 45 54 45 
3. 33/22 11 33/22 11 33/22 11 11 54 
4. 211 32 51 121 51 33/22 12 31 
  
 
Under Mazaudon’s (1978) analysis, Gurung has four tones which correspond to the same 
tone classes as other members of the TGTM language family.  Tones 1 and 2 are high and clear, 
and tones 3 and 4 are low and breathy.  Mazaudon considers this register contrast to be a primary 
one in the system, and claims that,  “This contrast correlates with an important difference in the 
system of initial consonants: aspirated stops do not occur on the low tones.  On the high tones 
two series of initial stops are found, voiceless unaspirated and voiceless aspirated.  (Voicing is 
nowhere distinctive except very marginally in Gurung, and this possibly under the influence of 
loan words)” (Mazaudon 1978: 164).  Her parenthetical directly contradicts Glover, who 
maintains throughout his work on Ghachok Gurung that obstruent voicing is more than 
marginally distinctive. 
 Based on her four tone classes and Haudricourt’s model of tonogenesis, Mazaudon 
(1978) proposes a reconstruction of two Proto-TGTM tones, *tone-A and *tone-B.  She cites 
slight voicing of initial obstruents occurring in words on tones with the breathy register in 
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Risiangku, Sahu, Tukche, and Syang as evidence of residual historical voicing.  She posits a 
three-way obstruent contrast – voiced, voiceless aspirated, and voiceless unaspirated – that 
occurred on both of her two proto-tones.  She explains, “When the old voiced initials started to 
lose their voicing and to merge with the old voiceless unaspirated initials, the voicing opposition 
was gradually replaced by a register opposition combining pitch and voice quality” (Mazaudon 
1978: 168).  This led, she claims, to a tonal split quite similar to the one described by 
Haudricourt for Vietnamese, resulting in four tones – two high clear tones and two low breathy 
tones.  While the picture she paints is admittedly elegant, the way Gurung fits into this analysis is 
murky.  If Glover is correct, and Ghachok Gurung still has more than marginally distinctive 
voicing, why would it be expected to undergo the same tonal split as the other TGTM languages 
that did in fact lose their initial obstruent voicing contrast?  Is this dialect in the process of 
tonogenesis?  Or are there not four distinct tones in some dialects of Gurung? 
 Mazaudon (1988) revisits Gurung’s place in her tone class system.  She maintains her 
earlier four-tone analysis of Ghachok Gurung, where tones 1 and 2 are high and clear, and tones 
3 and 4 are low and breathy; tones 1 and 3 are level, tone 2 falls, and tone 4 rises.   She again 
relies exclusively on data published by one or both of the Glovers, including their dictionary 
(Glover, Glover & Gurung 1977), a phonemic summary (Glover 1969), a list of vocabulary 
(Glover 1972), and a grammatical analysis (Glover 1974).  She opens with the claim that, 
“In Gurung, voicing is not phonemic in the stock of native words, but it is redundantly 
transcribed in Glover’s Dictionary.  An analysis of these notations shows a double conditioning 
of the manner of the initial by tone and affrication” (Mazaudon 1988: 1).  She goes on to assert 
that, excluding Nepali loanwords and a few specific exceptions, voiced word-initial obstruents in 
Ghachok Gurung only occur on tone 4 words and are remnants of an old three-way obstruent 
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contrast, the loss of which prompted two proto-tones to split into four modern tones.  She claims 
that all word-initial voiceless stops reported by Glover on tone 4 are affricates or clusters, or can 
be traced back to a reconstructed Proto-TGTM word with an initial affricate or cluster6.  She lists 
two exceptions to this claim, reproduced below in Figure 12 (Mazaudon 1988: 4): 
Figure 12:  Mazaudon’s Gurung tone 4 exceptions 
 /4ki̤/ ‘thatch’ < *gi 
 /4ta̤/ ‘needle’ < *dap 
 
Mazaudon (1988) also notes that there is a small series of tone 4 words with initial 
clusters that have retained their voicing, without offering a conclusive explanation as to why 
these clusters, but not others, would have refrained from devoicing.  These words, and the 
exceptions listed above, will be revisited in Section 4.1 in light of data collected from N.G. 
 Ultimately, Mazaudon concludes that Gurung has undergone initial obstruent devoicing, 
as is found in other TGTM languages.  “There is the ‘memory’ of a feature still lingering as a 
redundant feature, but one which is not used anymore as a secondary clue for the identification 
of words.  In Gurung, it seems that we have reached a stage where the voicing feature has lost all 
distinctive power, and is unable to be rephonemicized from within the system “ (Mazaudon 
1988: 5). 
 
3.3  Sprigg 
 
 Richard Sprigg (1997) worked with a speaker of Thak Gurung to reconsider Burton-
Page’s (1955) description of tone in Ghandrung Gurung (both are dialects of West Gurung).  He 
remarks on Burton-Page’s designation of only two tone categories – high and low – and his 
account of each tone’s behavior in monosyllabic and polysyllabic words in different rates of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 It should be noted that these do not seem to constitute any kind of natural sound class.  
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speech.  In an attempt to provide a simpler account, Sprigg (1997) takes as a model his own 
previous work on tone in Risiangku Tamang, a dialect also documented by Mazaudon (1973).  
This model rejects Mazaudon’s four tone categories and introduces instead a tone system based 
on the interaction of high and low pitch (which he labels 1 and 2) with level and falling contours 
(which he labels A and B) (Sprigg 1997: 450): 
Figure 13:  Sprigg’s Tamang tone model 
 
  A. Falling   B. Level 
 
1. High high falling   high level 
 
2. Low  low falling   low level 
 
Following Mazaudon and Glover, Sprigg also identifies the phonological word as the 
tone-bearing unit of Gurung.  Sprigg reports that his model of Tamang can easily be adopted for 
Gurung, with a few changes, as outlined in the chart below (adapted from Sprigg 1997: 451): 
Figure 14:  Sprigg’s Gurung tone model 
 
  A. Level   B. Falling 
 
1. High high level   high falling 
   /shila/ ‘had died’  /khrula/ ‘had washed’ 
 
2. Low  low falling/level  low rising-falling/level 
  /pri̤la/ ‘had written’  /bjõ̤la/ ‘had thrown’ 
 
He notes that while Glover’s (1970) account includes a register system, his own system 
treats breathy phonation as a feature of word-initial syllables that falls outside the pitch and 
contour system he describes, although he does acknowledge that words that fall into his low 
category do in fact also have breathy voice.  Sprigg (1997) also notes that aspirated onsets do not 
occur on his tones with low pitch, but voicing does, using these features to argue for a system 
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that separates pitch from contour, as neither of his contour categories conform to these feature 
distributions.   
 Sprigg compares his proposed tone systems for Tamang and Gurung with those proposed 
by Mazaudon (1978) in a chart that has been reproduced in Figure 15 (Sprigg 1997: 454): 
Figure 15:  Sprigg’s comparison with Mazaudon 
Tamang Gurung (Ghachok) 
 Tone 1 (my tone 1 and tone A): 54  33 
 Tone 2 (my tone 1 and tone B): 44  54 
 Tone 3 (my tone 2 and tone A): 33/22  11 
 Tone 4 (my tone 2 and tone B): 211  12 
 
He concludes that, despite his initial rejection of Mazaudon’s model, the two analyses are 
actually quite compatible and both indicate the same apparent tone-reversal in the two languages. 
 
3.4  Hildebrandt 
 
 Kristine Hildebrandt’s most extensive work has been done on Manange, although she has 
also taken an interest in a number of Sino-Tibetan languages spoken in the Manang District of 
Nepal.  She describes the tone systems of the TGTM languages as “hybrids,” “in that lexical tone 
is an amalgam of (vowel) F0 contrasts, as well as different phonation types realized on either 
consonants and/or vowels” (Hildebrandt 2007b: 3).  She also points out that segments with 
contrasting phonation types are a characteristic shared by more than just the tonal TGTM 
languages in Nepal, citing atonal languages, like Newar and Nepali, which have contrastive clear 
and murmured consonants (traditionally referred to as voiced aspirated and unaspirated stops in 
Nepali) and Kusunda, which has contrastive pharyngealization on some vowels.   
In an attempt to examine how phonation features like breathy voice and 
pharyngealization interact with pitch to form tone categories in the TGTM languages, 
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Hildebrandt (2007a, 2007b) discusses acoustic and perceptual studies of words in Manang 
Gurung, carried out by herself and Hünlich in 2006 and 2007.  The studies show that although 
the acoustic measurements of pitch properties do not match the tone systems outlined in the 
literature and in fact did not pattern distinctively, Gurung speakers are still remarkably good at 
context-free lexical disambiguation tasks.  Hildebrandt (2007a) points out that the tone patterns 
in the studied dialects of Manang Gurung more closely resemble those in the neighboring TGTM 
language Manange than the systems in other dialects of Gurung.  Based on these conclusions, 
Hildebrandt suggests that speakers may be relying more on subphonemic factors than initially 
suspected, and that contact factors must be taken into account in models of Gurung tone. 
Hildebrandt (2007a) also suggests that sociolinguistic factors may be at play.  Hünlich’s 
(2006) study reflects a substantial amount of interspeaker variation, to the degree that “one 
speaker’s breathy vowel phonation may be realized as modal by another speaker” (Hildebrandt 
2007a: 82).  Echoing patterns that Mazaudon (1973) observed in Tamang, Hildebrandt also 
reports that Manang Gurung speakers’ pitch contours can vary by gender, even though speakers 
perceive their pronunciations as identical.  She concludes that “more acoustic and perceptual 
investigations are necessary across the Manang-Gurung communities before a definitive 
statement about tone in this variety of the language can be made” (Hildebrandt 2007a: 83). 
This complicated picture is very similar to Hildebrandt’s (2004) conclusions about 
Manange tone in her grammar of that language.  Although she was able to identify four distinct 
tone categories for older speakers living in rural areas and confirm them with F0 measurements, 
younger speakers living in urban areas seemed unaware that words could be classified by pitch 
and showed F0 measurements that could not be grouped into distinct categories.  Summarizing 
the findings of this research, she suggests that, “Urban speakers show a large-scale phonetic 
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merger of the four tones into a two-way (high-low) opposition” (Hildebrandt 2007a: 83).  She 
makes a point to mention that there is no indication that this merger is due to language contact, 
saying, “It is also not obvious that urban Manange is borrowing anything from Nepali phonology 
either.  Nepali has no tone, and in fact has a four-way obstruent voicing distinction (voiceless 
plain, voiceless aspirated, voiced plain and voiced aspirated).  There is no evidence that urban 
Mananges are incorporating obstruent onset voicing into their production of Manange” 
(Hildebrandt 2007b: 6).  She indicates that further research that takes into account sociolinguistic 
variables, as well as perceptual and acoustic analyses, is necessary before a more concrete 
representation of the tone system of the TGTM languages can be proposed. 
 
4.0  Siklis Gurung 
 
 I have been working with N.G. for a few hours a week for around seven months.  The 
data presented in this paper is largely drawn from about seven hours of recorded elicitation of 
words and sentences.  
 
4.1  Mazaudon’s data 
 I took as a starting point for my elicitation the lists of words Mazaudon (1988) provides 
at the end of her paper, all of which are taken from works by the Glovers, and all of which she 
claims fall in her tone class 4, which in Gurung manifests itself as a low-rising pitch with breathy 
register.  The lists are transcribed fully in Appendix A.  Mazaudon argues that all native Gurung 
words on tone 4 should begin with allophonically voiced obstruents, with the exceptions having 
complex voiceless onsets – clusters or affricates – or descending from proto-forms that had 
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complex voiceless onsets.  The exceptions to the exceptions are the small number of words with 
complex voiced onsets, about which she says only the following:  
“Two of the velar initial words in this category are quoted with variants which eliminate 
their anomaly (‘road’ and ‘one’), the third one is a plant name, which is found only in one 
of the sources, and may not have been checked as much as more common terms.  The 
labial initial words do have cluster cognates in other TGTM languages, although the 
tones and segments do not always match” (Mazaudon 1988: 4). 
 
N.G. was recorded saying each word multiple times in isolation and also used in a 
sentence.  Although an attempt was made to come up with a frame sentence, so that each word 
would be uttered in the same context, N.G. expressed discomfort with this process, explaining 
that the intonation of the sentence was coming out in an unnatural fashion, as if he was reading 
or reciting mechanically.  Part of the purpose of a frame sentence is avoiding the unnatural list 
intonation, but since that unnatural intonation is precisely what N.G. said a frame sentence was 
evoking, I instead opted to have him come up with individual, more natural-sounding sentences 
for each word.  He was much more comfortable with this approach. 
 As part of the discussion of each word on Mazaudon’s lists, N.G. was asked for similar-
sounding words that contrasted in different features.  For instance, for a word like /gẽ̤/ ‘to lean 
on,’ he was asked if there was a similar word that started with /k/ or /kʰ/, or a similar word with a 
clear vowel /ẽ/ or /e/, or a breathy non-nasal vowel /e̤/.  This allowed for the identification of 
some minimal pairs, many of which are not predicted by Mazaudon’s (1988) analysis.   
Because Mazaudon’s data is taken from the Glovers’ work on Ghachok Gurung, there 
were a few cases where N.G.’s dialect had a different word for one of the items on her list, and a 
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few cases where the word on her list either meant something else or did not resemble any known 
words in Siklis Gurung7.  Of the 76 listed words, three were entirely unfamiliar to N.G.: 
Figure 16:  Unknown words 
4de̤ to press mud on terrace wall 
4kro̤sena for good 
4ʈṳ to glare in anger 
  
N.G. provided the seemingly phonologically unrelated word /kʰeba/ ‘to repair the house’ as the 
closest approximation to /de̤/ ‘to press mud on terrace wall.’  He could make no sense of the 
other two words.  An additional 11 words differed in meaning from those on the list, generally 
only slightly, but I note below those that were significantly different, with Mazaudon’s 
transcriptions in the two columns on the left and mine on the right8: 
Figure 17:  Words differing in meaning 
  Mazaudon (1988)            N.G. 
4de̤ to lean hand on s.o.'s shoulder /tʰẽba/ to put, to keep 
4ki̤ thatch /ki/ wooden plank 
4ʈwi̤ ~ 2ʈuibaː to collapse /ʈui ja̤ba/ landslide 
4ti̤ to gather into sheaves /ti/ load (n.) 
4pwe̤ to engage /pia laba/ to get engaged 
4po̤ to cover or wrap self /poba/ to stack 
 
I have included /ki̤/ ‘thatch’ because N.G. provided another word, /salme/, for grass used as 
roofing material, while /ki/ is instead a kind of wooden plank that is also used as roofing 
material.  It should be noted that /ti/ ‘load’ is a noun used to refer to a sheaf (or bundle of 
firewood, or any other kind of load), rather than the verb given by Mazaudon.  For N.G., both 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 On some occasions when N.G. was not familiar with a word, he conferred with his wife or his 
mother, who are also Gurung speakers, to see if they had heard it. 
8 The suffix /-ba/ is used to mark the infinitive form of verbs.  N.G. preferred to talk about the 
verbs in their infinitival form, rather than using the bare stems on Mazaudon’s lists, which are 
not generally used in speech because they are bound morphemes. 
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‘landslide’ and ‘to get engaged’ cannot be used without their accompanying verbs, /ja̤ba/ ‘to go’ 
and /laba/ ‘to do,’ respectively. 
 There is also the case of /bo̤ɖ/ ‘Tibet,’ for which N.G. provided /bʰoʈ/, a Nepali word he 
uses as the name for the Manange villages to the north of Siklis.  I will be excluding this word 
from my analysis because according to N.G., it is not natively Gurung.  This leaves 30 words 
with voiced initials on the list, 21 of which N.G. also reported as having either voiced initial 
consonants or lexical variants with voiced initial consonants.  The remaining nine, which 
Mazaudon transcribes with a voiced initial obstruent but N.G. pronounces with a voiceless initial 
obstruent, appear below: 
Figure 18:  Words reported with different initial voicing 
 
 Mazaudon (1988)           N.G.  
4gã̤ shell of snail /kapo/ snail shell 
4de̤ to lean hand on s.o.'s shoulder /tʰẽba/ to put, to keep 
4de̤myõ a basket /tabjõ/ a kind of basket 
4bi̤ru necklace /pi̤ɾu/ coral necklace 
4ba̤ to bring /paba/ to bring 
4ʣa̤ʣa small /ʦa̤da/ small 
4ʣõ̤ʣu tripod /ʦõgu/ cooking stand (has three legs) 
4ba̤ẽ to wait /pãiba/ to wait 
4blĩ̤ to turn over /plĩba/ to turn over, flip 
 
Only two of these nine could arguably be included in Mazaudon’s tone 4 class, as evidenced by 
their breathy vowels and corresponding low pitch.  The rest have clear vowels. 
 Of the 44 words or lexical variants with voiceless initial consonants on the list, N.G. 
reported only one as voiced instead of voiceless; for Mazaudon’s /pjo̤/ ‘to stamp’ he gave /ba̤iba/ 
‘to step (on).’  Of the words collected from N.G. that correspond with Mazaudon’s, 17 words or 
lexical variants had voiced onsets and breathy vowels, 6 had voiced onsets and clear vowels, 5 
had voiceless onsets and breathy vowels, and 54 had voiceless onsets and clear vowels.  This 
certainly supports Hale’s (1970) assertion that there is a “strong tendency” for the co-occurrence 
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of voiced onsets with the breathy register in Gurung.  These numbers at first glance also seem to 
support Mazaudon’s (1978) observation that there is a general trend of onset consonant 
devoicing in the TGTM languages, which is critical to her model of Gurung tonogenesis, and 
that voiceless onsets co-occur with clear (and thus higher) vowels.  But there are some 
complicating factors. 
 First, Mazaudon’s notion of tone classes in the TGTM languages can only be entertained 
as a plausible hypothesis if most of the verbs in each class remain cross-dialectically consistent.  
Mazaudon (1978) reports tone category consistency for the eight languages and dialects 
surveyed, including data drawn from the Glovers.  This data overlaps with Mazaudon’s (1988) 
lists of words belonging to tone class 4.  This is problematic because the data collected from 
Siklis Gurung does not conform to the described tone class patterns – a sizable number of Siklis 
words corresponding to Mazaudon’s lists belong to a different tone category, namely a higher 
tone than tone 4 as she has outlined it for Ghachok Gurung.  If most of the words showed up in 
the other tone category, this would be grounds for suspecting some kind of wholesale tonal 
reversal in Siklis Gurung, but instead just over half show up on a non-breathy tone, while the 
remainder match Mazaudon’s breathy tone class prediction.  This kind of reshuffling of some 
members of a tone class but not others is not consistent with Mazaudon’s TGTM tone class 
model. 
 Second, elicitation with N.G. generated a number of minimal pairs and triplets for onset 






Figure 19:  N.G. minimal pairs and triplets 
 
/bõ̤/ strength 
/põ̤ba/ to quarrel 




/tĩ/  heart (literal) 
 
/ʦa̤da/ small 
/tsada/  salt 
 
/ki̤/ you 
/ki/ wooden plank 
 
 The existence of minimal pairs and triplets strongly suggests that obstruent voicing is 
phonemic in native Gurung words.  In addition, N.G. is aware of a voicing contrast, and will 
correct me if I repeat a word back to him with the incorrect voicing.  As discussed in section 2.0, 
spectrograms produced using Praat (Figures 3-4) confirm that N.G. is in fact producing fully 
voiced obstruents with clearly evident prevoicing, and that these contrast with voiceless 
obstruents. 
 Mazaudon’s analysis does account for an interesting pattern of variation prevalent in 
words beginning with bilabial obstruents.  Words with bilabial onsets seem to have more lexical 
variants than those with onsets at any other place of articulation.  During elicitation sessions, 
N.G. reported a series of these words that he has heard speakers produce two versions of – one 
with a breathy vowel beginning with a voiced stop /b/, and one a clear vowel beginning with a 
voiceless stop /p/.  He usually notes that he generally prefers one lexical variant over the other, 
but that it is equally acceptable for speakers to use both variants.  In the data collected for this 
study, there are two exceptions to the breathy/voiced and clear/voiceless pattern.  They are the 
first two words in the set presented in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20:  Bilabial obstruent alternations 
 
  Mazaudon (1988)         N.G. 
1bi to say /biba/ ~ /pi̤ba/ to say 
1bo ~ 4bo̤ to take away /boba/ ~ /po̤ba/ to take away 
4bõ̤ strength /bõ̤/ ~ /põ/ strength 
4bwi̤ to bring from above /bṳju/ ~ /buju/9 ~ /puju/  to bring down 
4bjõ̤ to throw down /bjõ̤ba/ ~ /pjõba/ to throw 
4bjã̤ to throw away /bjõ̤ba/ ~ /pjõba/ to throw 
4pra̤ ~ 1bra ~ 1pra hundred /bɾa̤/ ~ /pɾa/ hundred 
4pjo̤ to fall over /bjõ̤ba/ ~ /pjõba/ to throw; to fall down 
 
In these exceptions, the breathy vowel is paired with the voiceless stop, while the clear 
vowel is paired with the voiced stop.  This puzzling pattern is potentially resolved by 
Mazaudon’s tone categories for these two words – she places both /bi/ ‘to say’ and /bo/ ‘to take 
away’ on tone 1, which in her analysis is high with a clear vowel.  This corresponds to N.G.’s 
clear/voiced variants, and offers an account for why they pattern differently from all the other 
collected variation sets – namely that they are in a different tone category. 
  
4.2  Sprigg’s data 
 As part of our elicitation sessions, N.G. and I also went over a set of words collected by 
Sprigg (1997) that he claims exemplify his four-tone pitch and contour system for Thak Gurung.  
All of Sprigg’s words are verbs with a perfective suffix /-la/; the full list is transcribed in 
Appendix B.  I recorded N.G. saying each word multiple times in isolation and also used in a 
sentence.  Of the 16 words, there were two words with meanings that did not correspond with 
those in Siklis Gurung: /1Bshela/ ‘had known’ and /2Atã̤la/ ‘had chosen.’  For /1Bshela/, N.G. 
instead provided ‘had spoken about,’ while the closest word he could find to /2Atã̤la/ was /tã/ 
‘story, saying,’ which is a noun not a verb.  It should be noted that only two of the 16 words on 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  




Sprigg’s list begin with voiced oral stops (both also have breathy vowels) – /2Bdõ̤la/ ‘had beaten’ 
and /2Bbyõ̤la/ ‘had thrown.’  N.G. also produced these two items with a voiced stop and breathy 
vowel.  The remaining words were reported as identical to Sprigg’s transcriptions, with the 
exception of ‘had hurt’, which my informant produced with a homorganic post-nasal stop 
/ndala/, which is characteristic of his dialect (refer to Section 2.1 for discussion of these post-
stopped nasals). 
 According to Sprigg’s analysis, the two lowest tones have breathy voice.  This was also 
reported by N.G., who consistently produced words in Sprigg’s two high tones with a clear 
vowel, and in the two low tones with a breathy vowel.  The clear vowels occurred with a higher 
pitch and the breathy vowels occurred with a low pitch; however, I was not able to detect any 
consistent pitch or contour difference outside of this basic high-low dichotomy.  This elicitation 
session did turn up one minimal pair: 
Figure 21:  N.G. minimal aspiration pair 
 
/kʰɾuba/ to wash 
/kɾṳba/ to become jealous 
  
The pair contrasts on both the register of the vowel and aspiration, supporting claims by Glover 
and Glover (1972), Sprigg (1997), and Mazaudon (1978, 1988) that aspiration and breathy 
vowels do not co-occur, even if the (potentially) aspirated obstruent is part of a cluster.  
 
4.3  Hildebrandt’s data 
 I also asked N.G. about words from a minimal tone quadruplet provided by Hildebrandt 
(2007a), cited as coming from Mazaudon (1978), who took her data from Glover (1969, 1972) 
and Glover and Glover (1972).  In light of the fact that these authors all agree that aspiration and 
breathy vowels do not co-occur, this chart does not make sense – /pʰo̤/ 'belly' is confusingly 
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transcribed with both aspiration and a breathy vowel.  The chart is reproduced below in Figure 
22 (Hildebrandt 2007a: 72): 
Figure 22:  Hildebrandt’s chart of Gurung tone 
 
Tone Correlates Cases 
/1/ Modal, High and level /pʰo/ 'deer' 
/2/ Breathy, High Falling /pʰo̤/ 'belly' 
/3/ Modal Low level/falling /po/ 'beer mash' 
/4/ Breathy Low level/falling (or rise-fall) /po̤/ 'strength' 
 
Looking up data presented in Mazaudon (1978) produced different set of words, which aligned 
more closely with the words reported by N.G., but still did not produce the intended minimal 
contrasts: 
Figure 23:  Mazaudon and N.G. comparison 
 
 Mazaudon   N.G. 
 /1pʰo/ ‘deer’   /pʰa/ ‘deer; belly; husband’ 
 /2pʰo/ ‘belly’ 
/2paː/ ‘beer mash’  /pa/ ‘wine’ 
 /3po̤/ ‘leaf’   /po/ ‘leaf; bark’ 
 /4bõ̤/ ‘strength’   /bõ̤/ ‘strength’ 
 
According to N.G., ‘deer’, ‘belly,’ and ‘husband’ are all homophonous and have a different 
vowel than the one provided in the literature – /a/ instead of /o/.  They differ from ‘wine’ /pa/ 
only in aspiration, not pitch or register.  For N.G., /po/ ‘leaf; bark’ is neither breathy nor 
aspirated.  It does not form a minimal pair with /bõ̤/ ‘strength’ because of the phonemic nasality 
on /bõ̤/ that is absent on /po/.  As discussed earlier in this paper, the roots of /põ̤ba/ ‘to quarrel’ 
and /põba/ ‘to talk’ form a minimal triplet with /bõ̤/ ‘strength’ instead.  As with Sprigg’s word 






4.4  Tones of Siklis Gurung 
 N.G. does not categorize words based on their pitch.  When we eventually tracked down 
some minimal tone pairs in his dialect, it was by accident.  There seem to be three identifiable 
tones: a very low tone that occurs with breathy vowels, a mid-tone with optionally slightly-
breathy vowels, and a high tone with clear vowels.  I will number them from 1 to 3 with 1 
representing the highest tone and 3 representing the lowest tone.  
Breathiness is a very salient quality for N.G., and one that he identifies with low pitch.  In 
trying to explain the difference between minimal tone pairs for tones 1 and 2, he usually 
describes the latter as “a little bit breathy,” even if there is no audible breathy quality when he 
says the word.  He also associates length with a lower pitch, and will often describe tone 2 words 
as “a little bit longer” than their tone 1 counterparts, even though measurements in Praat confirm 
there is no significant length difference.  This is interesting because Gurung vowels are 
traditionally considered to be contrastive in length (see Section 2.0).  In my own experience with 
Gurung, this contrast has turned up in only a few cases outside of morpheme boundaries, with 
the caveat that in slow speech breathy vowels generally surface as longer than their clear 
counterparts.  It may be this generalization that N.G. is picking up on.  In addition, words on tone 
1 sometimes sound as if they are being produced with some laryngeal constriction.  For some 
pairs my informant explained that the higher word was “a little bit stressed,” which may be his 
way of talking about this laryngealization.  Minimal pairs for tones 1 and 2 are presented below 






Figure 24:  Minimal tone pairs 
/1toba/  to receive 
/2toba/  to meet 
 




/2ʦa/  son  
 
/1ʧoba/ to count 
/2ʧoba/  to hang  
 
/1ʈui ja̤ba/ landslide 
/2ʈuiba/  to remove 
 
Elicitation turned up one minimal triplet and one near-minimal triplet for all three tones: 
 
Figure 25:  (Near) minimal tone triplets 
 
/1toba/  to receive 
/2toba/  to meet 
/3dõ̤ba/ to beat 
  
/1joba/ to complete 
/2joba/ to cook 
/3jo̤ba/ to steal 
 
It is unclear if this is because there are very few sets of words that contrast three ways for tone, 
or if the list of words taken as the starting point for elicitation sessions wasn’t conducive to 
encountering more minimal triplets.  But the fact remains that there is a very stark high-low pitch 
dichotomy separating tones 1 and 2 from tone 3 – tones 1 and 2 are significantly higher than the 
fully breathy words on tone 3.  Coupled with the abovementioned minimal pairs for tones 1 and 
2, this suggests that there are three distinct pitch levels in Siklis Gurung that can be characterized 





5.0   Discussion 
 
 Following Haudricourt’s model of tonogenesis, Mazaudon’s (1978) reconstruction of 
Proto-TGTM identifies two proto-tones for this language family, which she argues split into four 
tones as the word-initial voicing contrast was shifted to the contrastive pitch of the following 
vowel.  This four-tone model is not borne out in this investigation of Siklis Gurung, but a three-
tone model is – a model that shows a striking resemblance to the three pitch levels described by 
Glover (1970) in his early work on Gurung.  If loss of a voicing contrast indeed provoked tonal 
split in the TGTM languages, then there is a simple explanation for this discrepancy: some 
dialects of Gurung have not yet lost their voicing contrast on both historic tone levels. 
 This hypothesis accounts for my data, which includes minimal pairs that differ in voicing 
but not pitch, such as those discussed in Figures 3-4, /3dĩ̤/ ‘house’ and /3tĩ̤/ ‘sun’, as well as pairs 
that contrast in pitch but not voicing, enumerated in Figure 24, including words like /1toba/ ‘to 
receive’ and /2toba/ ‘to meet.’  It also accounts for the disproportionate amount of words with 
voiceless onsets and high/clear vowels when compared with the number of words with voiced 
onsets and high/clear vowels, and also the dearth of minimal tone triplets for words beginning 
with obstruents.   
In this proposed model, three modern tones descend from two different contrasts – the 
initial high-low split, manifested today in the breathy-clear register dichotomy, and the 
secondary split of the high proto-tone due to the loss of its word-initial voicing contrast, 






Figure 26:  Proposed model of Siklis Gurung tone 
 Proto-tone  Modern tone Obstruent contrast 
 *high   1 high, clear [- voice], [+/- aspiration] 
    2 mid, clear [- voice], [+/- aspiration] 
 
 *low   3 low, breathy [+/- voice], [- aspiration] 
 
 
This deviates slightly from Mazaudon’s model, which has each proto-tone developing a 
clear and breathy pair – so tone classes 1 and 3 developed from the high proto-tone, and tone 
classes 2 and 4 developed from the low proto-tone.  For comparison, this is modeled in Figure 
27. 
Figure 27:  Mazaudon’s model of TGTM tone 
 
Proto-tone  Modern tone Obstruent contrast 
 *high   1 clear  [- voice], [+/- aspiration] 
    2 clear  [- voice], [+/- aspiration] 
3 breathy [- voice], [- aspiration] 
 *low   4 breathy [- voice], [- aspiration] 
 
But Siklis Gurung cannot be fit into her model because it requires the loss of a voicing 
contrast in order to develop tones, and this dialect still has a phonemic voicing contrast in the 
breathy register.  If, on the other hand, in Gurung only the high proto-tone split into high and low 
tones, the low proto-tone could have developed the breathy register to distinguish it from the 
newly created low tone.  This could account for the odd assortment of Mazaudon’s tone class 4 
words that have been reanalyzed on another tone in Siklis Gurung, because that tone (my tone 3) 
is now in the process of losing its voicing contrast.  This is evidenced in the data presented in this 
paper by words like those discussed in Figure 18, which are transcribed in the literature with 
voiced initial obstruents, but have voiceless onsets in N.G.’s dialect.  As these words devoice, 
they are reanalyzed as belonging to a higher tone category and lose their breathy voice.  Siklis 
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Gurung is entering the second stage of Matisoff’s tonogenesis, in which “Homophony rears its 
ugly head” (Matisoff 1973: 83).  This is evident in words like /pʰa/, which now means not only 
‘deer’ and ‘belly,’ but also ‘husband,’ and also /kju/, which now means ‘water’ and ‘sheep’ even 
though these words were originally said to belong in tone class 2 and 4, respectively.  This 
account also keeps with the Glovers’ initial observation that there is full phonemic voicing in 
some dialects of Gurung, as corroborated by my minimal pairs and discovery of significant pre-
voicing in voiced obstruents in Siklis Gurung (Figures 3-4). 
 Following Matisoff’s cycle of tonogenesis, dialects of Gurung that still preserve a voicing 
contrast on the low tone could experience further devoicing and compensate for the lost contrast 
by developing a fourth tone.  This would align them with the languages and dialects outlined by 
Mazaudon (1978) and possibly fit them into her proposed four-tone system.  But as the language 
is currently spoken, it does not fit into her four-tone model. 
 
 
6.0  Further research 
 
 There is always more work to be done on a language.  Although the conclusions drawn 
about Siklis Gurung are based on the analysis of some data, collecting more could potentially 
strengthen them.  Future work would include finding more minimal tone triplets, if there are any, 
and providing measurements of their contrastive F0 range, as well as looking for more minimal 
obstruent pairs that contrast in voice.  Hildebrandt (2004) compiled F0 measurements of words in 
Manange that clearly cluster into four tone categories, confirming her identification of four 
distinct tones for older speakers.  Ideally, this could be replicated for the three proposed tones in 
Siklis Gurung.  Further investigation is also required to explore the contours, if any, of the three 
tone categories, as well as the possible laryngeal gestures accompanying tone 1.  The phonemic 
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status of vowel length should also be looked at in detail.  One significant limitation of this paper 
is that all of the data comes from one speaker; finding more speakers of Siklis Gurung to work 
with could confirm or disconfirm some of the presented hypotheses, as well as make the 
resulting claims more plausible. 
 
 
7.0  Conclusion 
 
 The phonemic status of word-initial obstruent voicing and the number of tones present in 
dialects of Gurung has been debated throughout the literature.  Glover first described phonemic 
voicing and three pitch levels, which he and his wife documented using interacting pitch accent 
and register systems to make four tone categories.  Mazaudon reanalyzed the Glovers’ data to fit 
her model of the Tamang-Gurung-Thakali-Manange language family, which included allophonic 
voicing and four tone classes that differed in both pitch and contour.  Sprigg introduced a 
contour pitch system and a register system that intersected in four tone categories reminiscent of 
Mazaudon’s.  And finally, Hildebrandt drew on her knowledge of Manange and a series of 
acoustic and perceptual studies of Gurung to paint a picture complicated by interspeaker 
variation and sociolinguistic factors.  The investigation of Siklis Gurung presented in this paper 
has been informed by these varied and often conflicting perspectives. 
 The data collected from N.G., a speaker of Siklis Gurung, suggests that despite some 
literature that claims otherwise, there is, in fact, a phonemic voicing contrast in some dialects of 
Gurung.  I propose that this is due to the dialect’s position on Matisoff’s cycle of tonogenesis, 
which is not quite as advanced as Mazaudon maintains.  Instead, I believe the data presented in 
this paper provides evidence for the split of one proto-tone into two with the loss of word-initial 
obstruent voicing, while the other proto-tone remains intact and preserves the voicing contrast.  
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This makes for a three-tone system: tone 1 is high with a clear vowel, tone 2 is mid with a clear 
vowel, and tone 3 is markedly low with a breathy vowel. The word-initial obstruent voicing 
contrast is evident on tone 3.  Tone 3 seems to be currently undergoing initial obstruent 
devoicing, which has lead to the reanalysis of a substantial amount of former category members 
into the two higher tone categories. 
 Further work would involve working with more speakers to seek more minimal tone 
triplets, ascertain whether the three proposed tones have any rising or falling contours, and 




















From Mazaudon (1988). 
 
Mazaudon  Gloss N.G. Gloss 
4gẽ̤ to lean on /gjẽ̤ba/ to lean on 
4gẽ̤ to employ other's oxen /ŋgẽiba/ to borrow 
4gã̤ shell of snail /kapo/ snail shell 
4gõ̤ rocky area /gõ̤/ rocky area 
4dĩ̤ house /dĩ̤/ house 
4de̤ to press mud on terrace wall   
4de̤ to lean hand on s.o.'s 
shoulder 
/tʰẽba/ to put, to keep 
4de̤myõ a basket /tabjõ/ a kind of basket 
4dõ̤ to thresh grain /dõ̤/ to thresh grain, to beat 
4dṳ̃ tree /dṳ̃/ tree, plant 
4dṳ̃ to stand, rest upon /dṳ̃ba/ to walk with a cane, 
crutches 
4dṳ̃ba thick, fat, large /dṳ̃ba/ thick (has to be round) 
4dṳ̃ri marten /dṳ̃ɾi/ marten 
4bi̤ru necklace /pi̤ɾu/ coral necklace 
4bo̤ɖ Tibet /bʰoʈ/ Manange villages to the 
north (NEP) 
4ba̤ to bring /paba/ to bring 
4bõ̤ strength /bõ̤/ ~ /põ/ strength 
1bi to say /biba/ ~ /pi̤ba/ to say 
1bo ~ 4bo̤ to take away /boba/ ~ /po̤ba/ to take away 
4gjã̤ ~ 4gã̤ road /gjã̤/ road 
4gjõ̤sĩ tree Alnus nepalensis /gjõ̤si/ Nepalese alder tree 
4gri̤ ~ 2kri one /kʰɾi/ ~ /gɾi/ one 
4ʣjṳ̃ (? ~ 3ʦjṳr) to crumple, wring, squeeze /ʤoɾdiba/ to squeeze 
4ʣõ̤ to pour, put in /ʣõ̤ba/ ~ /ʦõba/ to put in 
4ʣa̤ʣa small /ʦa̤da/ small 
4ʣõ̤ʣu tripod /ʦõgu/ cooking stand (has three 
legs) 
4bwi̤ to bring from above /puju/ ~ /buju/ ~ 
/bṳju/ 
to bring down 
4ba̤ẽ to wait /pãiba/ to wait 
4bjõ̤ to throw down /bjõ̤ba/ ~ /pjõba/ to throw 
4bjã̤ to throw away /bjõ̤ba/ ~ /pjõba/ to throw 
4blĩ̤ to turn over /plĩba/ to turn over, flip 
4kwe̤ ~ 4ko̤e bee /kwe/ ~ /kwi/ bee 
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4kwe̤ ~ 4ko̤e song /kwi/ ~ /kwe/ song 
4kwẽ̤ to measure (volume) /kweba/ to measure, to pick up 
4krwe̤ ~ 4kṳre ~ 
1kwre 
vulture, eagle /kɾoi/ vulture, eagle 
4kro̤sena for good   
4kjṳ ~ 1kju sheep /kju/ sheep, water 
4kjwi̤ ~ 4kwi̤ language /kui/ language 
4kjo̤ to plough /kjoba/ to plow 
4kla̤ ox /ɬa/ ox 
4ka̤e to push /kaeba/ to push 
4ke̤ work /ke/ work 
4ki̤ thatch /ki/ wooden plank 
4ʦṳ ~ 4ʦṳ̃ to distrubute, to share /ʦuba/ to distribute 
4ʦṳ to put on stove /ʦuba/ to put on stove 
4ʧi̤ to remember /ʧiba/ to remember; elder 
4ʧi̤ to winnow sideways /ʧiba/ to sift 
4ʧjo̤ to count /ʧoba/ to count 
4ʈo̤ to be warm /ʈoba/ to be warm 
4ʈo̤ carrying head-strap /ʈo/ carrying head-strap 
4ʈṳ to sew /ʈuba/ to sew 
4ʈṳ six /ʈu/ six 
4ʈṳ to glare in anger   
4ʈwi̤ ~ 2ʈuibaː to collapse /ʈui ja̤ba/ landslide 
4ti̤ load /ti/ load 
4ti̤ to gather into sheaves /ti/ load 
4te̤ to cook vegetables /tiba/ to cook 
4ta̤ː to hoe, dig /taba/ to hoe, dig 
4ta̤ː needle /ta/ needle 
4pra̤ to walk /pɾeba/ to walk 
4pra̤ ~ 1bra ~ 
1pra 
hundred /pɾa/ ~ /bɾa̤/ hundred 
4pro̤ cliff /pɾo/ cliff 
4pro̤ flour /pɾo/ flour 
4prṳ to thrash /pɾuba/ to thrash, to beat 
4pre̤ ~ 1pre eight /pɾe/ eight 
4pri̤ to grind in mortar /pɾo̤ba/ to grind in mortar 
4pri̤ũba lower /puiba/ to go down, bring down 
4pwe̤ to engage /pia laba/ to get engaged 
4plo̤ to be rich /ploba/ to be rich 
4plṳ seed /plu/ seed 
4pli̤ four /pli/ four 
4pjo̤ to fall over /bjõ̤ba/ ~ /pjõba/ to throw; to fall down 
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4pjo̤ to stamp /ba̤iba/ to step 
4pṳ to ripen artificially /puba/ to ripen artificially, 
ferment 
4pa̤ː to bury /paba/ to bury 












































Appendix B.  
 












1A shila had died /sila/ had died 
1A seela had killed /sela/ had killed 
1A pĩla had given /pĩla/ had given 
1A tsala had eaten /ʦala/ had eaten 
1B khrula had washed /kʰrula/ had washed 
1B raala had stood /ɾala/ had stood 
1B nala had hurt /ndala/ had hurt 
1B shela had known /ʃela/ had spoken about 
2A pri̤la had written /pɾi̤la/ had written 
2A ʧi̤ila had bitten /ʧi̤la/ had bitten 
2A tã̤la had chosen /tã/ story, saying (not a verb) 
2A ko̤la had understood /ko̤la/ had understood 
2B yo̤la had stolen /jo̤la/ had stolen 
2B ya̤ala had gone /ja̤la/ had gone 
2B byõ̤la had thrown /bjõ̤la/ had thrown 
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